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ABSTRACT
Twisted tape inserts are broadly implemented in heat exchangers to improve warmness switch. They enhance warmth transfer through inflicting swirl flow within the drift channel, permitting true fluid blending, and with the aid of lengthening the go with the flow channel's effective float. Although they also purpose a more pressure drop, their basic overall performance is often considered to be favourable. In this paintings, a try is made to examine the overall performance of a changed double pipe warmth exchanger with twisted tape brought about swirl drift on both facets. Twisted tape inserts with twist ratios of 5 and three have been used within the numerical take a look at, which turned into conducted in turbulent go with the flow conditions. Using known relationships found within the literature, the consequences are tested.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the often used portions of machinery for directly or in a roundabout way heating manner fluids is the heat exchanger. Yet, whilst used for an extended time frame, the efficiency of the contemporary heat exchangers is vulnerable and not high. Twisted tube heat exchangers are critical for growing performance and warmth switch speed. It is usually agreed that values large than seven hundred/m characterise the compactness of the gadget. The compactness issue in m2/m3 is generally used to describe warmness exchangers. Although shell and tube heat exchangers may be tiny, non-tubular gadgets are often used to describe compact warmth exchangers. Heat switch enhancement strategies are often hired to improve warmth transfer and the thermal performance of warmth exchangers. These techniques are divided into classes: active methods and passive methods. By including greater strength to the machine, energetic processes increase the charge of warmth switch, while passive approaches obtain the identical result without including any greater strength. Surface location extension (extended surfaces: fins), difficult surfaces, inserts, tabulators, often called swirl float devices, and covered surfaces are examples of passive procedures.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. General Study of Heat Exchangers
Mukesh P Mangtani et al. (2015) performed the heat transfer augmentation strategies relate to several techniques used to reinforce rate of heat switch without influencing much the general performance of the machine Heat exchangers are often utilised in enterprise both for cooling and heating. The aim of this evaluate is to show how twisted tape inserts have an effect on the characteristics of strain drop, go with the flow friction, and thermal performance element. Within the tube of a heat exchanger. The many varieties of twisted tape utilized in warmth exchangers were tested for heat transmission and pressure loss. Nusselt number and Reynolds number are various inside the tube with the aid of placing twisted tape. Typical twisted tape has a better heat transfer charge than a simple tube. This device also causes laminar flow to emerge as turbulent. The
application of warmth switch enhancement in warmness exchanger networks can benefit greatly from the conclusions.

Ravi Kumar et al. (2018) convective warmth switch experiments have been finished, and experimental estimates of the friction thing, efficiency, and wide variety of switch gadgets (NTU) of Fe 04/water Nano fluids drift in a double pipe U-bend heat exchanger and with twisted tape inserts had been made. In fig. 2.1, the graphical setup for this test analysis is displayed. When 0.06% volume concentration and a Reynolds variety of 30,000 are utilized in assessment to water facts, the Nusselt range is progressed to 14. Seventy-six% (without an insert) after which extended to 38. Seventy-five% (with twisted tape inserts of H/D = 10). Corresponding to this, at a Reynolds variety of 30,000, the friction factor penalty turned into 1.092 times (no insert) after which 1.251 instances (with twisted tape inserts of H/D= 10). Based on the experimental records, new Nusselt variety and friction thing correlations had been supplied. At zero.06% volume concentration of nano fluid and at Reynolds variety of 30,000 compared to water statistics, the friction thing penalty became 1.092 times for no insert and 1.251 instances for twist ratio of H/D = 10.

Masoud Rahimi et al. (2008) had conducted studies at the friction issue using each experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques. A tube with three conventional and three modified twisted tape inserts become studied for its Nusselt range and thermal-hydraulic overall performance. The calculated Nusselt and performance of the jagged insert confirmed a most growth of 31% and 225 when compared to those finished for the traditional one. The main problem within the present day work is summarised as follows: introduction- during a newly modified geometry for the traditional twisted tape tube insert, additionally called the jagged twisted tape insert. This insert’s overall performance turned into as compared to that of the usual insert and two different changed twisted tape inserts. Higher Nusselt range and thermal-hydraulic are acquired within the experimental element.

Farhadi et al. (2015) In this take a look at, the friction element and heat transmission are evaluated experimentally in a twin pipe heat exchanger with an internal corrugated tube full of twisted tapes of several types, ranging from the traditional to the changed, which include perforated cur and U-out kinds. The twist ratio is 3, five, 7, the hollow diameter ratio is 0, eleven, 12, and 1/3, the cuts' breadth and depth ratios range from 0. Three to 0.6, and the turbulent regime's Reynolds range shifts from 3000 to 15,000 in this situation. The friction element and Nusselt quantity for every case of twisted tape corrugated tube are better than the ones for an empty corrugated tube.

Nakhi et al. (2021) had finished an experimental study to decide the performance of examining the heat switch residences and friction elements of fluid glide via a warmth exchanger tube geared up with double-reduce twisted tapes (DCTT) with various reduce ratios. Ratio values for the square cuts variety from zero.25 to zero. Ninety. Our findings exhibit that improving warmth switch in a warmth exchanger tube with DCTTs is a success strategy. Experimental studies are executed to observe and examine the impacts of double-cut twisted tapes with cut ratios of zero.25, 0.5, half and 0. Nine on the warmth transfer and the friction issue of the fluid float beneath turbulent glide regimes thru warmth exchanger tubes. The Reynolds number changed into between 5000 and 15,000, in variety.

Hasanpour et al. (2014) in heating and cooling systems in a variety of industries, inclusive of petrochemical and oil businesses, strength plant stations, and even residential regions, achieved warmness exchangers are fairly not unusual and helpful. The analysis of heat switch price, strain drop, and performance, in addition to issues for lengthy-time period durability and simple preservation, make the layout procedure for heat exchangers difficult. Very latest experimental findings the usage of twisted tape inserts inside the heat exchanger are mentioned on this assessment study. The paper's company is concentrated on a proof of the stairs concerned in using twisted tape in warmness exchangers, starting with selecting the development fabric and finishing with figuring out the precise twisted tape sample. There are several works that spotlight the improved warmth switch fee even as also highlighting the reduced stress drop or friction factor. However, these two opposing behaviours can be combined into a single parameter with the aid of paying near interest to the definition of OER.

Salem et al. (2018) performed an experimental analysis to evaluate the hydrothermal performance of horizontal double pipe warmth exchangers (DPHES) with non-stop helical tape insert (HTI) at the external pipe surface. The trials had been accomplished with natural water on each
facets, $2050 = \text{Re}$, and $15925 = \text{Re}_1$. The outcomes demonstrated that applying the HTI enhances the annulus common NuSelt wide variety (over line Nu an) and Fanning friction component $(f\ an)$, with average increases of $69.4 \,-164.4\%$ and $48.6\,-113.1\%$, respectively, as compared to the simple annulus case. The aim of the modern study become to experimentally examine the hydrothermal performance of horizontal DPHES with and without a continuous HTI applied to the inner pipe's outer floor. Ten DPHES of counter glide configurations with various HTI top and pitch ratios had been built and examined at the annulus-facet at various water flow quotes and intake temperatures. Reduced HTI pitch ratio improves HTPI.

Liu et al. (2013) has improved warmth switch switch floor and is hired in severa engineering packages, including refrigeration structures, air conditioning, warmth exchangers, and chemical reactors. This file examines the experimental and numerical work completed by using researchers in this method, along with twisted tape, when you consider that 2004. Swirl waft generator, wire coil The authors determined that a spread of produced twisted tape inserts are broadly explored and used to enhance warmth exchanger warmth switch performance, compared to turbulent flow, twisted tape inserts work higher in laminar drift. However different passive methods like ribs, conical nozzles, conical rings, and so forth. Are typically extra powerful in turbulent glide than in laminar waft. When in comparison to an empty tube, a complete period of twisted tape (FLTI) causes an extra stress drop.

Lin Lu et al. (2019) has performed an experimental exam of the thermal properties of a double-pipe warmth exchanger geared up with self-rotating twisted tapes which can be perforated with six different perforation ratios: 0%, 1. One hundred sixty-five, 3. Sixty-three%, 6.46%, 10.1%, and 14.49%. The effects of the experiment validated that the perforation ratio has a tremendous impact on the velocity and behaviour of rotation in its first ranges. Experimental evidence suggests that perforated self-rotating twisted tapes carry out higher thermally than perforated stationary twisted tapes. Rotation behaviour begins at decrease water velocities or Reynolds numbers for SRTTS with smaller PRs. Moreover, it seems that SRTTS with larger PRS rotate extra slowly than people with smaller PR. Perforated SRTTS seem to execute extra thermal overall performance for specific situations when in comparison to perforated STTSThe NuSelt wide variety and friction factor can both be substantially raised by growing the PR of SRTTS with the aid of 14. Five% to 62. Three% and 124% to 174%, respectively. To effectively determine the NuSelt variety and the friction component, some correlations for SRTTS related to the PRS were advanced.

Rishabh Kumar et al. (2020) a good way to decrease the general fee of operation of a double pipe heat exchanger, the heat transfer charge must be expanded. Inserts like twisted tape, perforated twisted tape, twisted tape with peripheral cuts, helical inserts, and so forth. Are regularly used to enhance the performance of those heat exchangers. The proposed inserts are established within the inner pipe of the dual pipe heat exchanger to result in swirling and heighten turbulence inside the fluid drift. The simulation changed into run within the range of laminar to turbulent go with the flow regimes. The thermal overall performance thing for the TPTTV insert is 1.49, that is higher than the thermal performance factor for the insert manufactured from traditional twist tape. In a counter-flow, double-pipe heat exchanger, the thermal hydraulic overall performance of a triangular perforated twisted tape with V-cuts is tested and contrasted with that of traditional twisted tape. The suggested insertion well-known shows higher thermal overall performance because it creates a better swirl glide that aids in stepped forward fluid blending between the middle location and the vicinity near the partitions. Rafal Andrzejczyk et al. (2019) provided the potential for improving warmth transfer inside the U-bend exchanger. Four specific warmth exchanger structures—undeniable tube in tube, turbulized tube in tube, plain U-bend, and U-bend with turbulator—were the challenge of experimental studies. In order to set up reference values, heat transfer assessments were additionally executed for diverse boundary situations. The brass twine used to construct the helicoidal vortex generator had a diameter of 2. Four mm, a coil diameter of thirteen mm, and a pitch of eleven mm. Investigations had been conducted on a pipe warmth exchanger that had helical fins on the outdoors and twisted tape placed interior. Together with the planar double helical warmth exchanger, 9 various twist ratio mixtures were regarded into and examined.

SombatTamna et al. (2016) There has been experimental paintings performed on improving warmth switch in a spherical tube by way of putting double twisted tapes which might be not unusual to $30^\circ$ V-fashioned ribs. When air became used as the test fluid, the take a look at at tube's steady wall warmth-flux had a Reynolds range (Re) variety of 5300 to 24,000. The V-fashioned ribs were introduced to the rims of dual co-twisted
tapes with a comparable twist ratio of 4 to create the blended vortex generators. The V-ribbed twisted tapes' respective Nusselt wide variety and friction thing show the growing fashion with the upward thrust of Re and Bg. The maximal thermal enhancement factor, but, is approximately 1.09 for the twisted tape without a rib and is approximately 1.4 for the twisted tape with V-ribs at Bg-0.09. With the V-ribbed twisted-tape, the Nu is between 1. Fifty-six-2.3 times and the is among 2.06-4. Ninety-four times above the plain tube. The most Nu and f are produced by using the inserted tube with V-ribbed twisted tape at BR=0.19. The V-ribbed twisted tape with a BR of zero.09, however, offers the most consequences at 1.4.

Bodius Salam et al. (2013) in a round tube prepared with a rectangular-reduce, twisted tape insert, an experimental studies become conducted to degree the heat transfer coefficient, friction element, and heat transfer enhancement efficiency of water for turbulent go with the flow. The clean tube received a five.25 twist ratio square-reduce stainless steel twisted tape insert. The bulk temperatures had been measured the usage of two thermometers. The thermometer was set up in a mixing field at the opening area. With a heat flux variant of 14 to 22 kW/m for easy tubes and 23 to forty kW/m for tubes with inserts, the Reynolds numbers were modified from ten thousand to 19000. With the rise in Re, the Nusselt number rose. The experimental Nu values are between -6% and -25% lower than the fee from Gnielinski, 1976. (Nu). When as compared to Nu, values, the experimental values had been multiplied by 2. Three to 2.9 times. In evaluation to clean tubes, tubes with square-reduce twisted tape inserts showed a median 68% boom in warmth flow. It was found that the experimental fe values were 39% to eighty% better than fs values.

Changzhong Man et al. (2016) the use of alternate inserts of clockwise and anticlockwise twisted tape (ACCT tape) and traditional twisted tape (TT tape), an experimental exam on the warmth transfer and friction traits of a twin-pipe warmth exchanger for unmarried-section forced convective go with the flow has been completed. The findings indicated that ACCT tapes outperformed traditional twisted tapes in phrases of improving warmth transmission, with the whole-period (1= 2400 mm) ACCT tape insert having the exceptional consequences when as compared to twisted tapes of other lengths. In this observe, experiments were performed to determine the parameters of warmth switch and friction in a dual-pipe warmth exchanger for unmarried-phase compelled convective go with the flow the usage of ACCT tape and traditional twisted tape inserts. Twisted tapes used inside the inner tube improve the dual-pipe warmth exchanger's heat transmission homes at the same time as additionally elevating frictional resistance. Low Reynolds numbers in turbulent go with the flow conditions are extensively prompted by using twisted tape inserts.

Sanjay Kumar Singh et al. (2020) the reason of this take a look at was to apply twisted tape with dimple inserts in a double pipe warmth exchanger (DPHE) counter-go with the flow setup to perform an experimental evaluation of heat transformation and friction aspect. One kind of concavity that improves warmth change with much less fee and decrease stress is the dimple. Researchers appeared into how warmth conversion and friction aspect had been affected by dimples and protrusions with various diameters and regular diameter to intensity ratios. Therefore, it is able to be concluded that a dimpled twisted tape insert is a sensible and cheap method to enhance warmth switch in heat exchangers. Through experimentation, it's miles determined how the properties of heat transformation and friction component are tormented by jagged tape inserts and dimples of a one of a kind diameter. Moreover, the conclusions are as follows: When compared to twisted tape inserts without dimples and plain tubes, jagged tape inserts with dimples provide higher Nusselt numbers and friction elements over the range of Reynolds numbers examined.

Moya Rico et al. (2020) had investigated the effect on thermo-hydraulic overall performance of numerous arrangements of frequently spaced twisted tape elements (TTEs) put into an unobstructed dual tube warmth exchanger (DTHX). The flow speed (Reynolds variety) and the TTE configuration were modified during a complete of 320 experimental assessments. We provide the findings from 9 wonderful preparations, which variety within the lengths of the loose areas between the twisted tape factors and the configurations. The effects from the experiments and those from the recommended correlations correspond pretty well, with absolute common relative derivations of much less than nine.5% for the heat switch charge and 15% for the friction thing. To determine the differential thermo-hydraulic behaviour of a double-tube warmth exchanger (DTHX) with various twisted tape elements (TTE), with diverse TTE-spacer configurations, deliberating 3 wonderful pitch
lengths and three loose-spacing lengths, 320 experimental assessments were carried out.

Murugesan et al. (2010) the use of water as the working fluid, experimental research is achieved to determine the heat switch, friction factor, and thermal enhancement issue properties of a dual pipe heat exchanger geared up with rectangular-cut twisted tapes (STT) and simple twisted tapes (PTT). The 3 twist ratios of the tapes (STT and PTT) are y=2.0, 4.4, and 6. Zero, and the range of the Reynolds range is 2000–12000. The Nusselt range, friction issue, and thermal enhancement element in a tube with STT are, respectively, 1.03 to one.14 over the variety beneath attention. 1.02 to one.06 and 1.05 to 1.25 instances the ones inside the tube with PTT, respectively. In order to suit experimental data on the Nusselt range and friction aspect for STT and PTT, an empirical correlation is also evolved. Experimental investigations of heat switch, friction component and thermal enhancement issue of round tube fitted with PTT and STT in turbulent regimes Re<12000) for twist ratios of 2.0, 4.4 and 6.0 are studied.

Mohammad Hazhebhein et al. (2016) had pronounced an in addition improvement within the base fluid's heat switch coefficients together with structural modifications to the tape inserts. As the base fluid and nanoparticles, Polyvinyl Alcohol with a mean diameter of 15 nm have been selected, respectively. The studies are conducted in a simple tube that has four longitudinal internal fins and inserts of reduced width twisted tape (RWTT) that range in width from 12 to 16 and twist ratio from 2 to 5. At a median temperature of 30 °C, experiments are being performed to degree the warmth switch coefficients and friction issue of TiO2/PVA Nano fluid up to two. Zero% volume awareness. The investigations are carried out the use of tapes with various width-to-period ratios and flows in tubes with Reynolds numbers among 800 and 30,000. Average Nusselt numbers in tubes outfitted with RWTTs of 16, 14, and 12 are, respectively, 210-390, 190-320, and a hundred and seventy-290% of these in an easy tube. The twists with a twist ratio of two and a width of 16 with = 0. Five% and a Reynolds range of 800-30,000 had the best thermal overall performance element.

Pardhi et al. (2012) it is not unusual to consult the diverse techniques used to improve heat switch as "heat transfer augmentation" or "heat transfer enhancement," and the heat exchanger prepared with these techniques is known as a "Augmented Heat Exchanger." The aim is to minimise as a number of the factors as you may: Expense of capital, energy, upkeep, weight, and space, whilst keeping dependability and safety The modern paper describes the important thing industrially enormous techniques for enhancing single section heat switch inside tubes, specially twisted tapes. The more advantageous heat exchanger has verified a remarkable improvement in warmth switch coefficient by means of 61% for twisted tape I and 78% for twisted tape II when compared to standard warmthexchanger. On same stress drop and identical pumping power basis the clean tube is better to twisted tape (1. Three to at least one.7 instances).

Gnanavel et al. (2019) with the use of devices like air conditioners, radiators, freezers, and other equipment, it become viable to peer the requirement for enhancing warmth switch for heating, cooling, and evaporation programs. Depending on the want, either passive, active, or mixes of each are used. The passive approach, that is popular for enhancing warmth transfer in warmth exchanger pipes, is easy. The increase in waft resistance supplied through inserting the twisted tape with a square reduce on its rib and the growth in thermal conductivity of the fluid medium furnished by means of nano fluid. Titanium dioxide Nanofluids of beryllium oxide, zinc oxide, and copper oxide with water because the base fluid. In the double tube warmth exchanger, the thermal performance of the twisted tape insert was analysed the usage of the diverse Reynolds wide variety regions of a thousand, 2000, 3000, 5000, and 10,000. With a boom in flow speed (Re) and warmth switch price, the stress drop also increases. Show how the Nu wide variety varies with Re for the heat exchanger tube.

Snehál S et al. (2014) energy substances are diminishing at an alarming fee and a massive amount of strength is used in commercial activities. As a result, strength conservation has become an important subject. Bergles gives a thorough evaluation of warmth transfer development. The following conditions are beneficial for a boom in warmth switch rate with an adverse increase in friction when they may be blended to beautify warmth transfer: (a) interruption of boundary layer improvement and increasing diploma of turbulence, (b) increase in warmth transfer area, and (c) era of swirling or secondary flows. As a warmness exchanger a long time, fouling or scaling causes a growth in warmness switch resistance. The Heat Exchanger with annular twist tape of perspective 450 ended in highest increase in Nusselt quantity over Plain double pipe Heat Exchanger and Heat Exchanger with annular twisted tape of attitude 600.

Bhuiya et al. (2013) so as to increase warmth transfer and increase thermal performance, performed warmth switch augmentation techniques
are regularly utilised in warmth exchanger systems. The swirl go with the flow lengthens the period that the fluid spends within the tube by inflicting turbulence close to the tube wall. As a result of the twisted tape's improved turbulence inside the fluid near the tube wall, there may be higher fluid blending and a more effective regeneration of the thermal/hydrodynamic boundary layer, which improves convective heat transmission. The flow friction and heat switch homes in a circular tube outfitted with perforated twisted tapes of numerous porosities (Rp = 1.6, four.5, 8, Nine, and 14.7%) had been investigated experimentally.

Ahmad Vaisia et al. (2020) at the internal aspect of the inner tube inside the double warmth exchangers, the twisted tape turbulator's (perforated and non-perforated) experimental consequences on warmth switch, the friction coefficient, and thermal overall performance have been studied. Diverse hollow geometries, which includes triangular, rectangular, square, round, and diamond with the triangle arrangement, had been produced on discontinuous twisted tapes turbulators on flat surfaces. The impact of perforation on the turbulator for discontinuous twisted tapes was then examined. According to experimental findings, the warmth transfer changed into increased with the aid of 20. Eight%, 15%, 11%, 8.7%, and 5% for a perforated discontinuous turbulator with the equal hydraulic diameter as for a perforated discontinuous turbulator without perforation, and the coefficient of strain drop changed into decreased by means of 27.7%, 22. Eight%, 17.3%, 12.1%, and 5.5% for a perforated discontinuous turbulator without perforation. The perforated discontinuous twisted turbulator, discontinuous twisted turbulator, and continuously twisted turbulator were, respectively, associated to the top-rated thermal performance, in line with the results.

Sivakumar et al. (2019) performed and analysed is a numerical analysis of the heat switch houses in a pipe with twisted tape inserts. Using CFD simulation, the heat transmission become tested in whirling drift situations. To compare twisted tape for circular tubes equipped with triangular cut twisted tape and round hollow reduce twisted tape inserts, a commercial CFD software program turned into employed. By incorporating the swirl float movement, the twisted tape technology allows a big improvement in convective warmth switch coefficient. The heat switch price from the solid surface of the tube is increased via the swirl waft motion for the production of the simulation, 5mm deep triangular cuts and 5mm deep hollow cuts on twisted tapes were employed. In this study, CFD evaluation turned into executed to increase the charge at which fluid in laminar waft transferred warmth. All of the experiments had been done in a twin pipe heat exchanger, and the simulation analysis used these values of simple twisted tape, triangular twisted tape, and round hollow twisted tape. When in comparison to straightforward twisted tape and round cut twisted tape, the performance of warmth switch price turned into extended through 1.1 to 1. Three instances. The facts were correlated with simple twisted tape the usage of simulation correlations for triangular reduce twisted tape and circular hollow reduce twisted tape. Canccan Zhang et al. (2016) executed warmth transfer enhancement techniques are popularly used in various engineering applications along with warmth exchanger, air con, chemical reactors and refrigeration systems. Twisted tape is one of the most important passive strategies, which has been proved to disturb the drift fluid in tube after which make stronger the warmth transfer performance. The twisted tapes mixed with distinctive changed strategies are the new development instructions of warmth transfer enhancement. The appropriate twisted tape modification is vital for heat switch enhancement with strain loss penalty at an inexpensive stage. The intake of oil, fuel and coal inside the final strength causes the global warming and pollutant emission. More efficient engines with much less waste warmth are being developed. In standard, warmth transfer augmentation techniques may be labeled into 3 huge categories: energetic, passive and compound strategies. Compared with the desk bound twisted tapes, the heat switch enhancement and the function of on-line anti-scaling and descaling can be received with the self-rotating inserts in tube. Meanwhile, the tube with self-rotating twisted tapes gives the decrease stress drop within the researches. The twisted tape, which is applicable to minimal pressure drop conjugate with the maximum warmth transfer charge, is the top-quality shape. At the identical time, the method of twisted tape blended with different strategies is the brand new improvement course of heat switch enhancement.

3. CONCLUSION

In order to evaluate the thermal overall performance of double-pipe heat exchangers with fractal iterative move-sections to that of traditional double-pipe warmth exchangers with a circle pass-phase. A mesh sensitivity analysis become used to evaluate the computational fashions to a theoretical warmth switch model and to grid independence. The gain of making use of the
fractal layout is that it permits for a growth in surface location without affecting package deal extent. As a result, fractal warmth exchangers have far more floor areas consistent with unit package deal volume than conventional warmness exchangers. The fractal generation-related floor region increase brought about higher standard heat transfer coefficients and warmth switch costs. The warmness exchanger's warmness switch can be superior via using inserts and tapes. More heat transmission happens due to the fact the tape with more twists generates more turbulence. Hence, the warmth exchanger's efficacy is higher. Heat switch prices decrease as the number of turns decreases. The investigation of pipe heat exchanger with twisted tape inserted inside and helical fins on outdoor floor become completed. A set of nine exceptional combinations of twist ratios have been investigated together with the aircraft double helical warmth exchanger. Heat switch performance can be appreciably boosted by means of the usage of double pipe warmth exchangers with twisted tapes, which leads to a shorter heat switch time and higher thermal overall performance. Moreover, the twisted tapes stir up the fluid flow, lowering warmth resistance and minimising fluid stratification. The efficiency of this sort of heat exchanger can, but, be stricken by some of variables, along with fluid characteristics, flow charge, and temperature difference. Therefore, proper layout and choice of twisted tape geometry is crucial to ensure most excellent overall performance.
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